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07/14/2021 - 10:29 Marco (Tony)
Reyes

Public hearing
locations

I am Marco A Tony Reyes, Chairman of the Yuma County Board of Supervisors, I am very surprised to find out you have
actually scheduled two (2) public hearing in LA PAZ County A relatively small county and only one in Yuma County, one of
the largest counties in the state of Arizona.While in do not have a problem with having more hearing, scheduled throughout
the State I
really hope you will consider San Luis, Az a population center pr
obably larger than the whole of LA Paz County as an additional site as it is relatively a sizable distance from the city of Yuma
and at the center of South Yuma County. Thank you
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07/14/2021 - 17:27 Lynne Hudson

IRC Process going
forward

DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY PRESENTATIONS: I appreciated he IRC scheduling presentations by experts with alternative
perspectives on differential privacy. Bo h were interesting and informative, but I am having some difficulty reconciling their
differences. My takeaways include: (1) Mr. Bryan did not dismiss the value of privacy, but he focused much more on
accuracy. Dr. Moon pointed out hat he Census Bureau is mandated by law to use methods that address both concerns. (2)
Mr. Bryan provided examples of data he found especially alarming, e.g., households with children but no adults and
households with 15 or more persons, but it was not clear to me from his remarks if and/or how such data would be used to
draw maps. If I understand correctly, Dr. Moon addressed that concern by acknowledging that such anomalies would be
present initially when noise was introduced to protect privacy, but these anomalies would disappear through the process of
fine tuning required by he differential privacy method. This conclusion seemed to be supported strongly by her research
findings. (3) If anomalous data such as households with no adults are the basis for drawing maps, then I am concerned. But
if maps are drawn using the finely tuned data discussed by Dr. Moon, then I am persuaded that the Census Bureau has made
a sound choice in changing its procedures. (4) This choice was further reinforced by Dr. Moon’s brief description of how
individual data could be used for potentially damaging purposes, should they get in the hands unau horized users. I question
how effectively our privacy can be protected in today’s world, but I support the Census Bureau’s efforts to do so.
LISTENING TOUR: Like other commenters, I am concerned that the IRC has not yet adopted, let alone publicized, a stock
presentation and operating procedures The IRC procedures (1) should be publicized in advance of the first tour stop AND (2)
state in writing that at each stop on the tour, all ci izens from that area will be allowed to speak before any citizens from
outside the area will be allowed to speak. To do o herwise would give commissioners a false impression of the needs and
wishes of citizens from different parts of the State. That is, after all, the goal of the listening tour. In the interest of
transparency, might I suggest that speakers begin by stating their names and their residences. And might I suggest further
that the Commission collect and retain the request to speak cards as a record. (Such procedures may have been used in the
past, but I doubt I am the only interested person who was not a resident of AZ at the time of the two previous commissions.)
On a different topic entirely, I note that technology issues continue to be a problem. What I thought was going to be a 5minute recess turned out to be the end of today’s meeting, at least at my end of the connection. There were several other
important items on the agenda, so I’m hoping followers will be able to watch the rest of today’s meeting on a recording.
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07/14/2021 - 17:45 Rita Day

YouTube video of
July 13th meeting

I am really disappointed that I was unable to view he entire mee ing. The YouTube video is only approximately 2.5 hours in
length. Everything after the break that was taken after the 2 presentations, was not on the YouTube video. This is definitely
not providing transparency to the public. I was anxious to hear the report from the executive director Schmitt, as there are still
several unfilled positions, which we have been anxiously wait to here his progress on filling these badly needed posi ions. If
this failure in having he entire mee ing videotaped a technical issue, these issues needed to be dealt with so the public in not
left out from viewing these proceeding. There have been persistent tech issues throughout this process. These issue should
be resolved by now.
What is being done so hat the public can view the 2nd half of the July 13th meeting. Doesn’t someone take written notes that
could be published??? I would appreciate the written notes of he meeting be posted, in addition to the YouTube video.
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07/15/2021 - 17:22 Nancy Meister

Public Hearings
Schedule

I am concerned that POC will be excluded from testifying about heir community of interest by not having a satellite location in
San Luis, Arizona, a community of 36,000. It is a 25 mile drive to the Yuma Civic Center and public transportation is very
limited for those without a car. Having only 1 site in Yuma County, with a population of about 200,000 vs 2 sites in La Paz
County with about 21,000 popula ion, does not seem to provide equal access. Today's need for more inclusive of POC does
suggest revising your schedule to include San Luis, Arizona. Thank you for your consideration.
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07/15/2021 - 19:53 Sterling
Fluharty

Testing the claims
about differential
privacy

I appreciate you lining up the two speakers on differential privacy at the last commission meeting. I thought they offered
valuable perspectives. I would encourage you to build on the insights and recommendations they offered.
One line of inquiry that I think would be worth pursuing is an estimation of the Ci izen Vo ing Age Popula ion (CVAP) by Race
and Ethnicity for Arizona in 2020. In 2016, he U.S. Census Bureau reported the CVAP for Arizona was 65.6% non-Hispanic
white and 33.4% minority. The American Community Survey (ACS) average for 2017-2019 indicated that he state’s CVAP
was 37 0% minority and 63.0% non-Hispanic white (+-0.2%). Nailing down these numbers for 2020 might prove important for
your redistricting work.
The state demographer’s recent presentation to the commission showed hat only two of the current congressional districts for
Arizona are minority-majority. The commission might want to explore whether the distribution of the minority CVAP population
would support a total of hree minority-majority districts. The ACS data could support an exploration of this hypothesis for
Arizona. Once an initial feasibility study is conducted, the results could then be profitably compared to the decennial census
redistricting data that will be released in mid-August.
At your recent commission meeting, one of he speakers warned that minority-majority districts could drop below 50% minority
because of differential privacy. The other speaker was confident hat minority enumerations would be largely unaffected once
tabula ion blocks were aggregated up to the district level. The experiment I suggested above could give the commission a way
to 1) test the compe ing claims of the speakers and 2) validate the 2020 census data with recent ACS data. That way the
commission could be in a better position to demonstrate whether or not it was possible to draw minority-majority CVAP
districts as well as how many of these districts the data could support.

